White-Rodgers
Residential Truck Stock
Cover more applications with fewer controls

**UNIVERSAL HEATING**

**FURNACE CONTROLS**
- 50M56U-843 Furnace Control, Single Stage, PSC, w/120V Ignitor
- 50X57-843 Furnace Ctrl., Single Stage, ECMx, for 120V Ignitor
- 21MS1U-843 Furnace Control, Two-Stage, PSC, w/120V Ignitor
- 21VS1U-843 Furnace Ctrl., Two-Stage, Var. Speed, w/120V Ignitor
- 50E47-843 Non-Integrated Ignition Module, HSI
- 50DS0-842 Non-Integrated Ignition Module, Direct Spark
- 50DS0-843 Non-Integrated Ignition Module, Intermittent Pilot
- 50F06-843 Electronic Fan Timer, Non-Integrated Furnaces

**GAS VALVES - STANDING PILOT**
- 36C03-300 Standing Pilot 1/2" x 3/4", Fast Opening
- 36C03-333 Standing Pilot 1/2" x 3/4", Fast Opening w/Sidetaps

**GAS VALVES - HSI/DSI, INTERMITTENT PILOT**
- 36H33-412 Single Stage 3/4" x 3/4", Fast Opening
- 36H64-463 Two-Stage 3/4" x 3/4", Fast Opening

**GAS VALVES - HSI**
- 36G22-254 **GOODMAN** Single Stage, 1/2" x 1/2", Fast Opening
- 36J22-214 Single Stage, 1/2" x 1/2", Fast Opening
- 36J24-214 Single Stage, 1/2" x 1/2", Slow Opening
- 36J54-214 Two-Stage, 1/2" x 1/2", Fast Opening
- 36J55-214 Two-Stage, 1/2" x 1/2", Slow Opening

**HSI NITRIDE IGNITORS**
- 21D64-2 HotRod™ Universal Replacement Kit
- 21D64-5PK HotRod 5-Pack Universal Replacement Kit
- 21D64-44 HotRod EX™ Universal Replacement Kits

**DIRECT OEM REPLACEMENT**

**50M56U-751** Furnace Control, Single Stage, PSC
**21V51D-751** Furnace Ctl., Two-Stage, PSC, Var. Speed or ECMx
**48M55-751** Air Handler, Single Stage, PSC or ECMx
**48P55-751** Air Handler, Single Stage, PSC
**789A-751A1** Nitride Ignitor, 120V
**789A-751KT1** Nitride Ignitor Kit, 120V, 33-1/3' tall furnaces
**789A-751KT2** Nitride Ignitor Kit, 120V, 40' tall furnaces

**50A55-743** Furnace Control, Single Stage, PSC
**50T35-743** Furnace Control, Single Stage, PSC
**50M56-743** Furnace Control, Single or Two-Stage, PSC
**50C51-707** Furnace Control, Two-Stage, Variable Speed
**48C21-707** Air Handler, Two-Stage, Variable Speed
**789A-707A1** Nitride Ignitor, 120V

**50A56-956** Furnace Control, Single Stage, PSC
**789A-956A1** Nitride Ignitor, 120V

**50A55-3797** Furnace Control, Single Stage, PSC
**50A65-5165** Furnace Control, Single Stage PSC, 80V Ignitor
**50V54-820** Furnace Control Kit, Two-Stage, Variable Speed
**57T01-843** Time Delay Relay for PSC
**789A-820KT1** Nitride Ignitor, 120V

**48P21-811** Air Handler Control, Single Stage, PSC
**48X21-811** Air Handler Control, Single Stage, ECMx
**FILTER DRIERS**
- EK 083S|047608 - Premium Liquid Line Drier, 8 cu. in. 3/8’’ ODF
- EK 163S|047614 - Premium Liquid Line Drier, 16 cu. in. 3/8’’ ODF
- BSL 083S|066759 - Economy Liquid Line Drier, 8 cu. in. 3/8’’ ODF
- BSL 163S|066761 - Economy Liquid Line Drier, 16 cu. in. 3/8’’ ODF
- BFK 083S|043323 - Premium Bi-Directional Drier, 8 cu. in. 3/8’’ ODF
- BFK 163S|043333 - Premium Bi-Directional Drier, 16 cu. in. 3/8’’ ODF
- BSB 083S|066130 - Economy Bi-Directional Drier, 8 cu. in. 3/8’’ ODF
- BSB 163S|066131 - Economy Bi-Directional Drier, 16 cu. in. 3/8’’ ODF

**UNIVERSAL THERMOSTATIC EXPANSION VALVE KITS WITH CHATEFF AND AEROQUIP ADAPTERS**
- TXV+CONNECT 2-1/2TR-22|066657 - TXV 1-1/2 to 3 tons R-22
- TXV+CONNECT 5TR-22|066658 - TXV 3-1/2 to 5 tons R-22
- TXV+CONNECT 1-1/2TR-410A|066660 - TXV 1-1/2 tons R410A
- TXV+CONNECT 2TR-410A|066661 - TXV 2 tons R-410A
- TXV+CONNECT 3TR-410A|066662 - TXV 3 tons R-410A
- TXV+CONNECT 4TR-410A|066663 - TXV 4 tons R-410A
- TXV+CONNECT 5TR-410A|066664 - TXV 5 tons R-410A

**CONTACTOR AND CONTACTOR UPGRADE**
- 90-244 - Contactor 30 Amp, 2 pole, 24V coil
- 90-245 - Contactor 30 Amp, 2 pole, 120V coil
- 49P11-843 - Universal electronic contactor upgrade for mechanical contactors up to 40 Amp, 1.5 pole

**UNIVERSAL HEAT PUMP DEFROST CONTROL**
- 47D01U-843 - Universal Single Stage Heat Pump Defrost Control for PSC fan systems

**TRANSFORMERS AND RELAYS**
- 90-340 - Relay DPDT, 24V, contact ratings: 12FLA@125V, 6FLA@ 250/277V
- 90-290Q - Fan Relay SPNO, 24V, contact ratings: 8FLA@125V/250V
- 90-293Q - Fan Relay SPDT, 24V, contact ratings: 8FLA@125V/250V
- 90-370 - Fan Relay SPDT, 24V, contact ratings: 12FLA@125V, 8FLA@250V
- 90-380 - Fan Relay SPNO/SPNC, 24V, contact ratings: 12FLA@125V, 8FLA@250V
- 90-T40F3 - Transformer 40VA 60Hz, 120/208/240V Pri, 24V sec, foot mount

**THE WHITE-RODGERS MOBILE APP:**
- Cross referencing
- Product information
- Product selection
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